Winter Session 24
Dec. 14, 2023 – Jan. 11, 2024

3 Units – Open to All – 100% Online

Featured Classes
Black Urban Experience • World History
Astrobiology and the Search for Extra Terrestrial Life
Death, Dying, and the Afterlife • Interpersonal Communication
Social Ethics • Foundations of Business in a Global Environment
Federal Taxation of Individuals • Environmental Ethics
Health, Happiness, and Success • Investigation and Report
Afro-American History • Intercultural Communication
Intermediate Managerial and Tax Accounting • State Politics
Ethical Decision Making in Business • Abnormal Psychology
Introduction to Logic • Technology and Human Behavior
Adaptive Fitness Clinic • Advertising Strategy and Social Media
Cross-Cultural Perspectives in Tourism • Environmental Economics
Applied Hydraulics • Principles of Family Development
Psychology of Personality • Fraud Examination
Writing in Various Settings • Social Psychology
Contemporary Urban Issues • Fundamentals of Entrepreneurship
Modern Making • Fundamentals of Finance • Intermediate Accounting I
Financial Accounting Fundamentals • Introduction to Applied Econometrics

https://gc.sdsu.edu/WS24